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Abstract. Purpose: the research is devoted to seeking of ways to rising of quality of future physical culture teachers. Material: in experiment 436 students and 29 teachers participated. Results: it was found that readiness of future physical culture teachers for application of art pedagogic means in professional functioning is achieved through realization of appropriate block system. Such system ensures mastering by students of the following: theoretical principles of art pedagogic; mastering of art pedagogic skills in teaching and quasi professional functioning; acquiring of practical experience of art means’ application in period of pedagogic practice at schools. It was also determined that training system of future teachers includes the following three blocks: conceptual-target, knowledge-procedural; control-correcting. Conclusions: it is recommended to use such criteria of students’ readiness for application of art means in pedagogic functioning: motivation-axiological, cognitive-active, personality’s-reflexive.
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Introduction
On modern stage of society’s progress ensuring of comprehensive education of rising generation is becoming more and more topical. Efficiency of this process to large extent depends on quality of physical culture teachers’ professional functioning. Discipline “physical culture” is one of school disciplines, which is taught during all period of pupils’ studying at school that confirms significant role and leading place of physical culture in formation of comprehensively developed personality, strengthening and preservation of person’s health.

In this sense problem of increasing of future physical culture teachers’ quality is becoming rather topical. One of ways to solution of this problem is ensuring of physical culture students’ readiness for application of art pedagogic means in their future pedagogic functioning.

Scientists have already researched certain aspects of the mentioned problem [2, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18], though it is necessary to say that training of future physical culture teachers for application of art means in pedagogic functioning was not special topic of separate pedagogic research.

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods
The purpose of the research is to experimentally test system of future physical culture teachers’ training for application of art pedagogic means in professional functioning.

The hypothesis of the research implies that future physical culture readiness for using of art pedagogic means in future professional functioning is achieved through realization of appropriate block training system. Such system ensures mastering by students of the following: theoretical principles of art pedagogic, mastering of art pedagogic skills in teaching and quasi professional functioning; acquiring of practical experience of art pedagogic means’ application during pedagogic practice at schools.

The research was conducted in period 2009 – 2012 on the base of H.S. Skovoroda Kharkiv National Pedagogical University and Kharkiv State Academy of Physical Culture. For experiment we formed experimental (217 persons) and control (219 persons) groups of students. Besides, in experimental work 29 teachers participated.

In experimental work we used the following criteria of students’ readiness for application of art means in pedagogic functioning: motivation-axiological, cognitive-active, personality’s-reflexive as well as appropriate indicators. Experiment included three stages: initial, forming and control.

At initial and control stages of experiment we used the following methods of the research: observation over students’ academic functioning; questioning (with application of author’s questionnaire, questionnaire by N.Yu. Sergeyeva on determination of students’ attitude to art; questionnaire by N.Yu. Sergeyeva on express diagnostic of efficiency of students’ training for application of art pedagogic means). Besides, we also applied: testing (with the help of author’s test for diagnostic of students’ knowledge about principles of art pedagogic, “scales for assessment of affirmations” by N.Yu. Srgeyeva) [13]; diagnostic with the help of diagnostic method for empathy assessment (V. Boyko) [11]; methodic of poly-motivational tendencies’ diagnostic “Self-concept” of personality by N. Shumakova [18]; methodic of “unfinished sentence” for diagnostic of students’ motives; method of experts’ assessment.

At initial stage of experiment it was found that levels of the mentioned above readiness do not significantly differ in experimental and control groups. With it these level were insufficient for effective pedagogic functioning in the future.

At forming stage of experiment in experimental group we implemented the worked out (block) system of future physical culture training for application of art means in professional functioning. Experimental work covered in-class lessons, as well as pedagogic practice and students’ extra-curriculum activity.
Mastering of motivation-value component of the mentioned above readiness by students envisaged their understanding of art means’ pedagogic potential, development of their motivation for mastering these means, as well as formation of value attitude to development of pupils’ physical culture on the base of art works’ usage. For this purpose different methods and forms of work were used. In particular, in process of pedagogic interaction different problems of art pedagogic were discussed with students. Pedagogic potentials of art means’ application in curriculum and extra-curriculum physical culture teacher’s functioning were analyzed. Attending of theatres and museums, art exhibitions, sport competitions and different festivals were organized for future physical culture teachers. It permitted for young people to receive emotional-aesthetic enjoyment from art pieces, to better understand art influence on personality.

Besides, on this stage of experiment we conducted meetings with specialists in art pedagogic: with teachers-innovators, who widely use art means in their work. For activation of motivation for mastering of these means students were able to attend the lessons of these teachers in school. Also the students convinced in practice in high efficiency of art masterpieces as means of pedagogic influence.

Mastering of cognitive-functional component of readiness for application of art means in professional functioning by future specialists envisaged acquiring of required knowledge and skills by them. In order to form students’ art pedagogic knowledge of strategic level and appropriate analytical skills we enriched lectures and seminars with proper material of art pedagogic orientation. In particular, at classes questions about essence of art pedagogic, role and place of art in development of personality, main advantages of art means’ application in pedagogic functioning were discussed. Besides, we conducted extra-curriculum measures on the mentioned problem.

For students’ mastering of art pedagogic knowledge and analytical skills of complex level we practiced in-class: talks, disputes, “vernal duels”, ‘round tables’, quiz, oral magazines; imaginary travels, devoted to certain topic. Besides, students received information about pre-prepared collections of music master pieces, collections of reproductions, different didactic multi media materials for schools.

At practical classes students also mastered knowledge of local level about usage of art means during teaching of specific topics at physical culture classes as well as during extra curriculum work with pupils. Besides, at these classes formation of students’ art pedagogic skills of local level happened. It was realized with the help of such methods: art-sport exercises, role games; complexes of aerobic exercises, shaping, etc; art-physical culture workshops; art pedagogic trainings; art sport competitions, exhibitions, festivals; competitions on pedagogic skillfulness. It should also be noted that during pedagogic practice students conducted lessons and extra curriculum measures with application of different art means’ complexes. It permitted for them to acquire practical experience in such application. For example, within experimental work students organized with primary school pupils music sport exhibitions by motives of known tales.

The mentioned above methods and forms of work activated also students’ mastering of personality’s component of readiness for application of art means in professional functioning. It envisaged formation of students’ appropriate professional-personality’s qualities: creativity, artistry, empathy, reflexivity, as well as adequate self-assessment of these qualities’ readiness. Besides, for improvement of self-assessment’s adequacy students were involved in different kinds of portfolio.

In control group formation of mentioned above readiness was realized with the help of traditional for domestic pedagogic HEEs methods and forms of students’ educational functioning.

**Results of the researches**

On the base of comparison of different specialists’ views [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,] we determined that structure of physical culture teachers’ readiness for art means’ application in professional functioning includes the following elements: motivation-value, cognitive-functional and personality’s [19].

In its turn, on the base of scientists’ conclusions [3, 16] we made conclusion that system of training of future physical culture teachers for art means’ application in professional functioning, as a kind of pedagogic system, includes the following three blocks: conceptual target (theoretical-methodological principles of research, purpose and task of the mentioned training, principles and realization0), cognitive-procedural (content of training on strategic, complex and local levels, methods and forms of realization) and control-correcting (control over state and current results of this process as well as correction, if required) [20].

For determination of confidentiality of pedagogic experiment’s results we used Pinson’s criterion. The researched parameters were measured by scale of three levels: high, average and low (c = 3). Statistic value \( T_{\text{exp}} \) is calculated by formula:

\[
T_{\text{exp}} = \frac{1}{N_1 N_2} \sum_{i=1}^{c} \left( \frac{N_1 Q_{2i} - N_2 Q_{1i}}{Q_{1i} + Q_{2i}} \right)^2
\]

Where \( N_1 \) – quantity of experimental group’s students;
\( N_2 \) – quantity of control group’s students;
\( Q_{1i} \) i \( Q_{2i} \) – quantity of students, who are at certain level of the mentioned kind of readiness: at high (i = 1), average (i = 2), low (i = 3) in experimental and control groups accordingly.

For level of significance \( \alpha = 0.05 \) and quantity of degrees of freedom \( v = c-1 = 2 \) critical value of statistic \( T_{cr} = 5.99 \). Distinctions in distribution of experimental and control groups’ students by level of readiness for art means’
application are statistically significant (p<0.05).

Analysis of presented in table 1 generalized results of experiment permits to make conclusion that by all specified criteria and indicators experimental group’s students demonstrated more substantial positive changes in readiness for art means’ application in professional functioning than control group’s students.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of readiness</th>
<th>Experimental group (n=217)</th>
<th>Control group (n=219)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial stage</td>
<td>Control stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>6.9 % (15 students)</td>
<td>23.8 % (52 students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>40.8 % (89 students)</td>
<td>65.4 % (142 students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>52.3 % (113 students)</td>
<td>10.8 % (23 students)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Fragmented ideas about art means’ application in school pedagogic process were expressed by scientists in different time [2, 3, 9, 13, 15]. Though, recent time scientists’ interest to this problem has noticeably increased. In spite of many years development of art pedagogic ideas the term “art pedagogic” itself was used for the first time in 1997 in teaching-methodic manual “Principles of art therapy and art pedagogic in work with children and adolescents” (authors: Yu. Shevchenko and A. Krepytsia). However, this concept became widely spread only after publishing of work “Art pedagogic and art therapy in special education” [2]. Scientists researched different aspects of this problems but training of future physical culture teachers for art means application in pedagogic functioning was not the topic of separate research.

In our work on this problem we specified criteria and indicators of readiness levels of future physical culture teachers for art pedagogic application in professional functioning, worked out and experimentally tested block system of appropriate training.

Conclusions:

Experimental realization of the worked out system has proved its effectiveness. Practical significance of the received results implies possibility of their application in process of vocational training of future physical culture teachers, increasing of pedagogic stuff qualification, creation of manuals and scientific-methodic recommendations, writing of course and magister works and diplomas.
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